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As the security manager of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Nick Catrantzos had a direct
interest in utilizing technology for security. Ultimately, his course paper enabled him to implement security
techniques that accommodated his agency’s needs.
1. The technology course was, for Catrantzos, a two-step opportunity to crystallize various notions about
homeland security alerts into a customized early warning system and also a chance to test drive a candidate
thesis idea.  His research paper produced an adaptable framework for a do-it-yourself early warning system
and brought to light opportunities for expanding his own security watch center as a focal point for providing
enterprise-wide early warning of adverse events and mobilizing response forces to mitigate the impact of
possible attacks.
2. The research was about creating an organic indications and warning system that would facilitate timely and
independent adjustment of his agency’s – or any organization’s – security posture without waiting for external
input that may or may not arrive.  To this end, Catrantzos’ research paper proposed a phased approach to
developing a practical model with a number of technology insertion points that would ultimately result in an
automated assessment tool that provides a daily estimate of threat conditions and corresponding security
alerts that enable rapid adjustment of protective posture to anticipate heightened threat conditions. His
agency experimented with two of the tools identified as stepping stones in the research, a situation
management software product and a web-based incident tracking system.
The situation management software product proved disappointing, he noted. It never attained the vendor’s
advertised functionality, particularly in terms of providing decision support data to a digital device that an on-
call responder keeps at hand on a 24-hour basis.  The incident tracking system, however, offered much more
promise and is now being tested as a replacement for an outdated legacy system.  The candidate system
goes beyond security value to offer better trend analysis and regulatory tracking for a fellow institutional
stakeholder, his agency’s environmental health and safety department.
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3. In the end, this process convinced Catrantzos that, while pursuing this research would offer a viable thesis
topic, the exigencies of data gathering would impose an undue burden on his 24-hour security center and
staff.  Moreover, the using his own resources and agency to test this system could produce unreliable data,
as front-line operators of his system ultimately reporting to him may have been ill at ease with offering up
disconfirming data or observations that might disprove his theories or violate my expectations.  Nevertheless,
lessons learned in the course of this effort enabled Catrantzos to leverage his security center’s resources on
short notice to meet an April 1, 2009, security regulatory mandate to monitor chlorine railcar shipments to
high-threat urban areas for his agency and to be able to account for them all to the Transportation Security
Administration at any time of the day or night within 30 minutes’ notice.  Overall, the research yielded
expected and unexpected dividends, Catranztos said.
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